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Congruences of quadrics in three-dimensional projective space  
associated with pair of surfaces 

 

Two-parametric family (congruence) K2 of quadrics Q in three-dimen-
sional projective space P3 is investigated, possessing the following properties: 
on each quadric 2Q K  there are two different focal points A1 and A2 at 

which focal tangents intersect at one point A0 and are the asymptotic tangents 
of the surface (A0), and the tangents to the curves on the surface (Ai) that cor-
responds the focal curves on the surface (Aj) (i, j, k = 1, 2; i j ) also inter-
sect at one point A3 and are the asymptotic tangents of the surface (A3), 
mareover the asymtotic curves that envelop A0Ai and A3Aj are corre-
spond, and A0 and A3 are polar conjugated. 
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Decomposition theorems of conformal Killing forms 
on totally umbilical submanifolds 

 
A Riemannian manifold of positive curvature operator has 

been studied from many directions. It is well known, that an n-di-
mensional closed Riemannian manifold with positive curvature 
operator   is a spherical space form and its Betti numbers  
b1(M ), …, b n — 1(M ) are zero. In addition, we proved that on an 
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n-dimensional closed Riemannian manifold (M, g) with positive 
curvature operator   an arbitrary conformal Killing r-form  is 
uniquely decomposed in the form  +  where  is a Killing  
r-form and  is a closed conformal Killing r-form on (M, g) for 
all r = 1, …, n  1. In the present paper we prove three decomposi-
tion theorems of conformal Killing forms on totally umbilical 
submanifolds in Riemannian manifolds. 
 
Key words: conformal Killing form, decomposition theorem, totally 

umbilical submanifold, Riemannian manifolds. 
 
1. Let R be the covariant curvature tensor of a Riemannian 

manifold (M, g). The relation (see: [1, p. 36]) 

       V,W,Y,XRWV,YXRWV,YXg   

defines a self-adjoint symmetric operator ММ 22:  . This 
operator is called the curvature operator of (M, g). 

Let  ne,...,e1  be an orthogonal basis in TxM at an arbitrary 

point MTх x  such that ji ee   diagonalize the curvature operator 

    jiijji eeхee   . We say that a Riemannian manifold 

(M, g) has positive curvature operator if all its eigenvalues are 
positive. Note that this definition is invariant, because it does not 
depend on the choice of the basis  ne,...,e1  at MTх x . If the op-
erator curvature   is positive-definite at each point Мх  then 
we say that   is positive-definite on the manifold (M, g). 

Next, we say that the positive curvature operator   is bounded 
from below on (M, g) if all the eigenvalues of   greater than or 
equal to some positive number  at all points of (M, g). Side by 
side, we recall that if the positive curvature operator   of a simply 
connected closed manifold (M, g) is bounded from below then 
(M, g) is homeomorphic to a sphere (see: [2]). 

The normalized quadratic form     
 xxxx

xxxx

YX,YXg

YX,YXg
sec




  

is called the sectional curvature of two-plane 
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  MTY,X xxx  span . In addition, we note (see: [1], p. 63) that 

if  ne,...,e1  is an orthogonal basis for TxM such that ji ee   di-

agonalize the curvature operator     jiijji eeхee   then for 

any two-plane in МТх  we have       хmax,хminsec ijij   . 

Moreover (see: [3]), if the eigenvalues of   are     0 õõλij   

then the sectional curvatures are     02  õõλij   at x M. 

Therefore, if the positive curvature operator   of (M, g) is 
bounded from below then the sectional curvature of this manifold 
is positive and bounded from below too. On the other hand, we re-
call that a complete Riemannian manifold (M, g) is closed if its 
sectional curvature is bounded from below by some positive num-
ber (see: [4], p. 212—213). 

Thus, using all these facts, we can formulate the following 
theorem. 

Theorem 1. Let (M, g) be an n-dimensional simply connected 
and complete non-totally geodesic, totally umbilical submanifold in an 
n-dimensional Riemannian manifold (M, g). If the curvature operator 
  of (M, g) is positive semi-definite on the bundle 2M over the 

submanifold (M, g) and the mean curvature 2H of (M, g) reaches 

its lowest value 2
minH , then (M, g) is closed and homeomorphic to a 

sphere, its Betti numbers b1(M), …, b n — 1(M) are zero and an arbi-
trary conformal Killing r-form  on (M, g) can be decomposed in the 
form  +    where  is a Killing r-form and    is a closed con-
formal Killing r-form for all r = 1, …, n  1. 

Proof. We consider a complete and simply connected non-
totally geodesic, totally umbilical submanifold (M, g) of a Rie-
mannian manifold (M, g). The tensor R of (M, g) we can find 
from the Gauss curvature equation, which for a totally umbilical 
(M, g) in a Riemannian manifold (M, g) has the form 

      Wf,Vf,Yf,XfRW,V,Y,XR  
 +         V,XgW,YgV,YgW,XgH 2   (1) 
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for the mean curvature  HH,gH 2  of the submanifold (M, g) 

and any vector fields MTCW,Z,Y,X   . We can rewritten the 
Gauss curvature equation (1) in the following form 

         f,fg,g
222   H   (2) 

for an arbitrary МС   2  and    ,g
2

. 

Next, we suppose that there exists the positive number 2
minH  

which is the lowest value of the mean curvature H2 of (M, g) and 

   0   f,fg  for an arbitrary МС   2  then from (2) 
we obtain the inequalities 

    2

min

2
, 2g θ θ H θ 0       .  (3) 

In turn, from (3) we conclude that the curvature operator   of 
(M, g) is positive and bounded from below and hence the sec-
tional curvature sec    of (M, g) is positive and bounded from 
below too. In this case, the simply connected complete manifold 
(M, g) is compact and homeomorphic to a sphere. Then its Betti 
numbers b1(M), …, bn — 1(M) are zero and an arbitrary conformal 
Killing r-form  on (M, g) is uniquely decomposed in the form  
+    where  is a Killing r-form and    is a closed conformal 
Killing r-form on (M, g) for all r = 1, …, n  1 (see: [5]). 

2. From the Gauss curvature equation (1) we can obtain identi-
ties relating sectional curvatures of the Riemannian manifold (M, 
g) and its totally umbilical submanifold (M, g) and the mean cur-
vature of (M, g) (see also: [6]) 

     2seccse H   (4) 

where МТх   and     
 xxxx

xxxx

YfXf,YfXfg

YfXf,YfXfg
sec







 . 

Schouten proved (see: [7], p. 301) that every totally umbilical 
submanifold of dimension  4 in conformally flat Riemannian 
manifold is conformally flat. For these manifolds the following 
proposition is true. 
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Corollary 2. Let (M, g) be an n-dimensional  4n  simply 
connected and complete non-totally geodesic, totally umbilical sub-
manifold of an n-dimensional conformally flat Riemannian manifold 
(M, g). If the sectional curvature sec    of (M, g) is positive semi-

define for all two-plane section   of TM and the mean curvature 
2H  of (M, g) reaches its lowest value 2

minH , then (M, g) is confor-

mally diffeomorphic to a sphere, its Betti number b1(M), …, bn – 1(M) 
are zero and an arbitrary conformal Killing r-form  can be decom-
posed in the form  +    where  is a Killing r-form and    is a 
closed conformal Killing r-form on (M, g)  for all r = 1, …, n  1. 

P r o o f .  Now, we consider a simply connected and complete non-
totally geodesic, totally umbilical conformally flat submanifold (M, g) 
of a Riemannian manifold (M, g). Next, we suppose that there exists the 

positive number 2
minH  which is the lowest value of the mean curvature 

H2 of (M, g) and   0sec  for all two-plane section   of TM then 

from (4) we obtain the inequalities     0seccse 22  minНH . 

In this case, the simply connected complete manifold (M, g) is 
closed. In addition, we recall that a conformally flat simply con-
nected closed Riemannian manifold (M, g) is conformally diffeo-
morphic to a sphere (see: [8]). In this case, Betti numbers b1(M), …, 
bn — 1(M) of (M, g) are zero and an arbitrary conformal Killing  
r-form  on (M, g) is uniquely decomposed in the form  +    
where  is a Killing r-form and    is a closed conformal Killing  
r-form on (M, g) for all r = 1, …, n  1. 

3. The Ricci curvature of (M, g) is 

        
1

, , , ,
n

х х х х х х i х х i
i

Ric Y Z trace X R X Y Z g R e Y Z e


           

for an orthonormal basis  ne,...,e,e 21  at an arbitrary point Мх  . 

If 1eX х  , then    



n

i

iххх e,XsecX,XRic
2

. In dimension 3 we 

have the relation (see: [1, р. 38]) 
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            231222131211  csecsee,ecRi;csecsee,ecRi  ; 

      132333  csecsee,ecRi   

where    32232112 e,espan,e,espan    and  3113 e,espan . 

This means the sectional curvature sec    can be computed 

from Ric and the sectional curvature determine Riemannian curva-
ture operator  . Moreover, if      ххх 132312    are eigen-

values of   with respect to some orthonormal basis  321 e,e,e  at 

an arbitrary point Мх  then we have (see: [1, р. 61]) 

 

 
 

 
23

13

0 0

0 0

12

х

λ х 0 0

λ х

λ х

 
    
 
 

, 

 

   
   

   

23 13

12 13

12 23

0 0
1

0 0
2

0 0
х

λ х λ х

Ric λ х λ х

λ х λ х

  
    
  

. 

Based on these facts and Theorem 1, we can prove the follow-
ing corollary. 

Corollary 3. Let (M, g) be a three-dimensional simply con-
nected and complete non-totally geodesic, totally umbilical sub-
manifold of an n-dimensional Riemannian manifold (M, g). If the 
sectional curvature sec    of (M, g) is positive semi-define for all 

two-plane section   of TM and the mean curvature 2H  of (M, g) 

reaches its lowest value 2
minH , then (M, g) is closed and homeo-

morphic to a sphere, its Betti numbers b1(M) and b2(M) are zero 
and an arbitrary conformal Killing r-form  can be decomposed in 
the form  +    where  is a Killing r-form and    is a closed 
conformal Killing r-form on (M, g) for r = 1, 2. 

Remark. If (M, g) is closed and b1(M) = 0 then any closed 
conformal Killing 1-form  has the form fd  for a smooth 
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scalar function f such that gfnfd  1  where   is a 

Laplacian — Beltrami operator on (M, g). In this case (M, g) is 
conformally diffeomorphic to a sphere (see: [10]). Therefore in 
every our proposition a simply connected and complete totally um-
bilical submanifold (M, g) is conformally diffeomorphic to a 
sphere if (M, g) admits a non-Killing conformal Killing 1-form. 
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Й. Микеш, С. Е. Степанов, И. И. Цыганок 
 

Теормы разложения конформно килинговых форм 
на тотально омбилических подмногообразиях 

 

Доказываются теоремы о разложении конформно киллинговой  
r-формы в ортогональную сумму киллинговой и замкнутой кон-
формно киллинговой r-форм на вполне омбилических поверхностях 
n-мерного риманова многообразия (r = 1, …, n — 1). 
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Инфинитезимальные преобразования 
аффинной связности касательного расслоения 

пространства нелинейной связности 
 

В работе показано, что полный лифт XC инфинитезималь-
ного преобразования Х дифференцируемого многообразия М  
оставляет инвариантным аффинную связность касательного 
расслоения Т(М) пространства нелинейной связности тогда и 
только тогда, когда векторное поле Х является инфинитези-
мальным движением в пространстве нелинейной связности. 
 
Ключевые слова: касательное расслоение, нелинейная связность, 

полный лифт векторного поля, производная Ли, инфинитезимальное 
аффинное движение. 

 
Пусть М — n-мерное дифференцируемое многообразие, 

Т(М) — касательное расслоение, π: Т(М) → М — каноническая 
проекция, }0{\RG   группа Ли относительно операции ум-
ножения, действующая на касательном расслоении по закону: 
для любого Gа  преобразование    MTMTRa :  отобра-

жает произвольный элемент zТ(М) в   ,azzRa   где 




